Brexit - Private Client Services
With Brexit and its possible impact, dominating the news headlines, it is understandable that many people are now wondering how
they may be directly impacted. If you have worked in the UK and accrued pension benefits while there it would be worth reviewing
them now. The deciding factor on whether to move a UK pension benefit back to Ireland or will vary much depend on individual’s
personal circumstances. At Grant Thornton, we have recently advised clients who have transferred both defined contribution and
defined benefit pensions to Ireland from the UK. We have also advised clients who have decided to leave their benefits in the UK
for particular, personal, reasons. The following key considerations, while not an exhaustive list, can act as a guide in framing a
decision on transferring your UK pension benefit to Ireland.

Residence
Is it your intention to remain
resident in Ireland going forward?
If so you may wish to have all your
substantial assets in Ireland also.

Tax
What are the tax implications for you
on the proposed transfer? In order to
make a fully informed decision it is
imperative that you are clear on any
tax consequences of the transfer.

Management
Very often people do not consider the
importance of the management of
their pension fund until close to retiring
the funds. If you are happy with the
performance and management of
the fund to date it will influence your
ultimate decision.

Currency
By having your pension in the UK
you have a currency exposure to
sterling. The potential fluctuation
in pension values, caused by
the currency exposure, may
impact your personal decision on
transferring or not.
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